Florida educators must be certified to teach in our public schools and in many of our private schools. UCF understands the significant role certification plays in pursuing your teaching career. Our IN-PERSON and ONLINE FTCE review programs provide Central Florida and other Florida regions with the opportunity and flexibility to enhance their skills and abilities to pass the FTCE General Knowledge, FTCE Professional Education, and the FTCE Elementary Education (K-6) exams.

**FTCE Review Programs**

Participants can enroll in the FTCE General Knowledge Review Series (8 sessions) or individually in either the English Review Program (4 sessions) or Math Review Program (4 sessions).

**Choose from:**

**FTCE General Knowledge Review Series | 24 hours, 8 sessions**
(English Language Skills, Critical Reading, Essay and Mathematics)

- This course will provide the same test strategies that are listed in the review programs for English and Mathematics below.
- Both IN-PERSON and ONLINE participants will have access to an online repository of resources throughout the English and Math courses.

**FTCE General Knowledge English Language Skills, Critical Reading and Essay Review Program | 12 hours, 4 sessions**

- This course will provide a framework for successful test taking strategies for conceptual understanding and mastering the concepts applied to English Language Skills, Critical Reading and Essay sections.

**FTCE General Knowledge Mathematics Review Program | 12 hours, 4 sessions**

- This course will provide exercises to aid the process of mastering the concepts of all four math domains - number sense, concepts, and operations, geometry and measurement, algebraic thinking and coordinate plane, and probability, statistics, and data interpretation.
- Both IN-PERSON and ONLINE participants will take an online diagnostic test before starting the FTCE GK Math review program. The diagnostic is to assess foundational skills needed to succeed in the FTCE GK Math domains.

[link to UCF TestPrep]
IN-PERSON

FTCE Professional Review Course

12 hours | 4 sessions  This course will teach successful test-taking strategies, provide supplemental practice exams and focus on the 8 key domains specific to pedagogy and professional practices for the FTCE Professional Exam listed below.

1. Knowledge of instructional design and planning
2. Knowledge of appropriate student-centered learning environments
3. Knowledge of instructional delivery and facilitation through a comprehensive understanding of subject matter
4. Knowledge of various types of assessment strategies for determining impact on student learning
5. Knowledge of relevant continuous professional improvement
7. Knowledge of research-based practices appropriate for teaching English Language Learners (ELLs)
8. Knowledge of effective literacy strategies that can be applied across the curriculum to impact student learning

IN-PERSON and ONLINE

FTCE Elementary Education K-6 Review Course

18 hours | 6 sessions  This course will teach successful test strategies to pass the FTCE Elementary Education K-6 exam's Language Arts and Reading, Social Science, Science and Mathematics. Both IN-PERSON and ONLINE participants will have access to an online repository of additional resources throughout the course.

Already passed your FTCE exam?

You may also be interested in our online teacher education courses please visit www.ce.ucf.edu, go to our Business & Workforce category, then click Tools for Teachers.

UCF Test Prep
Innovative Center
3280 Progress Drive, Suite 700
Orlando, FL 32826